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About This Game

Locked in her one-room apartment, Maggie Mallowne must uncover the mysterious
celebrity conspiracies of the outside world by talking to her neighbors through her

apartment walls.

Who is this squishy marshmallow girl? Why is she locked in? Does she have chocolate or strawberry filling? Only
Maggie can answer these questions for certain, but it’s up to you to ask her why, when and how.

Maggie’s Apartment is a “one-room” point and click game centered on Maggie’s mysterious involvement with superstar Randy
Rosebud. Fully voice acted and animated, Maggie’s Apartment is heavily built on dialogue accompanied by unique animations
that match actions and item combinations. As you investigate, you’ll use Maggie to meet plenty of wild personalities like Mrs.
Marinara, Hector Cheese, and Beauty the radish. Maggie doesn’t mind being locked in all alone, but maybe you will. Pointing

and clicking, chewing and swallowing, dragging and dropping, and living and breathing are all things you will have the pleasure
to experience in the company of Maggie’s Apartment.

Purchase includes an 8-song soundtrack featuring some of Randy Rosebud's greatest hits... and more!

Thanks for playing!
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This game is absolutely excellent! It has everything that a indie horror game should have with excellent and outstanding
graphics. I also like that when you deplete all of your lives and restart that it is never the same. everything is always in a
different part of the maze. I must also add that it is terrifying. The sounds alone gave me goosebumps but in the end it was all
worth it. Great Game! I highly recommend!. I like cancer games,
I don't like cancer games with\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hitboxes that make a level impossible.
Won't refund tho gotta support our Ukrainian slavs in Crimea. The Metal Slug series is one of the most legendary arcade game
series of all time and for good reason. Metal Slug 2 doesn't change things up too much from its direct predecessor, but it has a
wide graphical variety in its levels as well as interesting boss fights. Minor bullet hell elements, non-stop mayhem.

Truly shines in co-op.. I liked this game its really fun with nukes and more!. This was probably the most complicated Nancy
Drew game I've ever played (or at least so far). There are a lot more mini games and stuff to do than usual, and you switch
between playing as Nancy or Bess, which was a fun twist. In many ways, this game is completely different from the typical
Nancy Drew series.

For those who have never played a Nancy Drew game before, I probably wouldn't recommend starting with this game because
it's so complicated.. 100% Orange Juice is now complete. <3
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Highly recommend this game. Awesome campaign, awesome graphics, tons of vehicles, weapons and huge maps and missions.
Can't believe this came out in 2008. It has better graphics than games that are coming out today. It's too bad that the online
multiplayer was shutdown. But if you can get a group of friends to get it, LAN still works. I played this game a ton on the xbox
360. The Xbox version even supported 50 players in one match while PC version supported 64. That was huge in 2008. It's a ton
of fun. Environments are partially destructable in case you don't like the other team's house and you have a tank.. I never enjoy
playing western RPG before. If it's RPG, it has to be JRPG, but this game, man, it's so good.
The story is short, straight forward, kinda feels like a complimentary for this game, but it's there and it's good.
Lots of variety on how you could play the game, the mechanics not limetless, but you can always experiment.
It's a good game.. I paid money for this :(. Definitely worth 3 euros. Where else can you meet a 33565-headed hydra and have to
decide with which sword you need to strike first?. This game is really challanging at the start but if you have the money and
time to try and play this game for a while u will get the the hang of it. There are not many lvls but that doesnt mean that u will
win this game fast, it can take u really long to find the best way to play the lvl and to get all achievements that include secrets,
beat the game with no deaths and more. I\u00b4m recommending this game to everyone that want a little challange for the
evening night or so :D and im really glad steam gave me a -90% cupon card cause i wouldnt find this game in the store and if i
would i wouldnt think its something for me, yet it was incredibly challanging and i have much fun to play this game :)) Keep up
the gr8 work!! <3. Creepy game for wannabe weebs wanting to learn Japanese cultural basics. Bland gross wish-fulfillment story
overall.. There's just not enough here, in my opinion. It feels like an alpha build, a "feature complete" test rather than a finished
release. The feel is rarely captivating, and there are a few annoyances that contribute to losing flow.

It's not so bad I'd ask for a refund, given the low price, but it's also not a game I could recommend.. As for me, one of the best
games of the series "Man of War" (if not the best). If you are familiar with at least one game from this series and if you like it,
then this one definitely likes. It is worth buying, if not by full price, then at a discount, for sure.///
Как по мне одна из (если не самая лучшая) лучших игр серии "В тылу врага". Если знакомы хотя бы с одной игрой из
этой серии и если она вам более менее понравилась, то эта и определенно понравиться. Стоит покупки, если не так, то
по скидке уж точно.///
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